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In some passages of the text I do not write directly for obvious reasons. To illustrate some phenomena better, I 

use the description of dual reality and the Earth calculation of time, although everything is happening non-dually 

in the now, anyway. I present some processes in the simplest possible way, so that they are understandable. Those 

who need to understand the text, will understand without any difficulties. The text is meant to be read with the 

Heart. 
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(1) 

Let’s begin with a short summary of just passing May in connection to April. At this moment, we human beings 

and our planet Earth are fully anchored in an ascending time line. Planetary transition has happened and the pace 

of events sped up. Especially, the second part of May was an intense time of energetic cleansing for our planet 

Earth on multiple energetic levels. That cleansing is happening at the moment on both, the astral and the physical 

degree.   

 

I also noticed an increased activity of artificial technologies whose aim is to lower human’s vibration level. This 

is happening through disharmonising human’s chakras or through blocking our planet Earth energy places as well 

as through periodic noising of our collective field, especially by manipulating a collective ego-mind. This is why 

many people, especially in the second half of May, could feel unexplained energetic drops, aggravation of well-

being in a blink of an eye or a common lack of vital forces. Some could also experience unusual thoughts, as if 

they were coming from the outside.  

 

On a material level we have been noticing increased weather phenomenon, in Poland, especially winds and 

windstorms (I already wrote about the Earth cleansing phenomenon in 2021). It can be felt currently in many 

places of Poland and this is not the end of this process.  

 

May was also the first month when the process of rebuilding life on Earth commenced realistically on a material 

level. As with all beginnings, people could have a peculiar feeling of an empty space, where ‘nothing is 

happening’. Many people could experience a specific feeling of stagnation or lack of events despite impatience 

and expectation of ‘something new’ to happen. It could also be felt as if ‘something got stuck in between’.  

 

 These feelings are the effect of a need to fulfil that empty space with new, specific formulas of actions and 

experiences that in result will serve a basis for a new matrix and will bring it forward. June is the month to bring 

those good occasions (it may bring completely new situations and events, sometimes even challenges, that will 

require new ways of dealing with them).   
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(2) 

I also observed an increase in energetic attacks, especially towards high-vibrating human beings and children. 

This is caused by cleansing of a collective field of a lower astral on energetic level. In the past the attacks did not 

happen so often and so wide spread, however now they occur much more frequently. I use a term energetic ‘attack’ 

on purpose here as opposed to a common energetic ‘attachment’. This is because a lower astral field is shrinking 

and the need of an energy source and energetic hosts is growing.   

 

This occurrence is transitional for an increasing time line, although it will last for the next few months (with a 

tendency to intensify, especially in Autumn 2022). This is because those beings are doing everything at the 

moment to survive, but their time here is really ending now.  

 

Sensitive persons will identify these attacks without any problems when and how the attacks occur because it can 

be felt in particular chakras and in overall energetic circulation. People less sensitive may wish to check 

periodically their energetic fields and in the event of necessity react accordingly.  

 

I am writing the above only to inform. I want to stress out that there is nothing to be afraid of. There is a need for 

a reliable knowledge and correct reaction. It is natural that there are various dimensions where various beings and 

creatures exist. An astral is a field that seems to be the richest in life. It has been very varied and only partly is 

habituated by the beings that are parasitical in nature.  

(3) 

On a global level event in June will be pretty intense. It will begin quietly to become less quiet in the second 

part on the month (it will commence more less with a summer solstice). There are possible actions using advanced 

technologies to manipulate an energetic field. It is a prelude to a bigger ‘action’ being prepared by low – vibrating 

beings, rather in August, perhaps beginning of September. Their aim is to prevent the autumn flash so that people 

do not start seeing and understand what has been happening (I will write more in advance of this process in the 

next reports). I want to clearly stress out here, that actions of low-vibrating beings (whatever it is to be) are not 

going to stop the global awakening. Which does not change the fact that low – vibrating beings are trying to win 

to the end.  
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This is why it has been extremely important to take care of our own consciousness resources as they guarantee a 

peaceful transition during this time. The key is to an ability to keep up our own vibrations on a high level, focus 

on our inner-selves and maintain a distance to the observed events and feelings (manipulations are probable). We 

should remember that a reality of a particular person is a projection of his/her vibrational level. So, persons 

that can maintain high vibrations, regardless increasing outside chaos, will be able to experience even more 

abundance in their lives.  

 

It is worth to distance even more to all kind of dark and pessimistic visions of prophets. Their ‘visions’ are 

sourcing from either a time line that our Planet does NOT belong to any longer, or are tossed by low-vibrating 

beings to create as much as possible fear among people because fear nourish those lower astral beings (like with 

energetic attacks, this is another way for them to ‘get’ feed). Taking this opportunity, I remind of creation 

mechanisms (I wrote about them in the previous reports). The energy follows the focus. The less we focus on 

such low – vibrating ‘information’, the better we make for ourselves, the collective field and all feeling beings.   

(4) 

Strong inflow of the Light codes in the past months (I wrote about them in the previous reports) resulting in the 

vibrational increase of human body molecules as well as the whole Planet, in June will entail a very intense release 

process of all those patterns (‘thoughtforms’) that vibrate on a lower level to a collective reality (by way of a 

particular events) and also to human bodies (by way of diseases). This is a requirement for a process of assemble 

human particular DNA strands (this is about to intensify in June).  

 

Exactly that releasing of ‘thoughtforms’ in the next months (with its peak in Autumn) will bring a chaos around. 

This chaos will deeper in Autumn because (1) more people will start recognising falsehood around them and will 

feel immense cognitive dissonance that will eventually bring lack of consent to the current situation, (2) all 

‘thoughtforms’ start discharge from all people at once, what will bring an overlapping effect.  
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The more accurate and deeper (multidimensional) process of cleansing from low-vibrational patterns the 

one has done so far, the gentler and efficient the process of assembling the DNA strands. Life for this person 

will remain stable and body will not show disease changes. Persons that have not put in order their energetic field 

will experience less propitious events in their lives and bodies. In that case it is worth to take these events as an 

opportunity to awake and realize what else needs cleansing/releasing from one’s own energy-informative field.  

 

(5) 

The most important process in June is that on individual level the humanity (massively now) is entering the 

most intense part of its energetic rebuild (and in consequence also physical) of their bodies. This process 

will last till the end of 2022. It is all about activating consecutive DNA strands (more about DNA’s strands I 

wrote in May 2022 report). This is a key step in the successive manifestation of the human beings on particular 

time lines. Only assembled and active DNA strands will define to what time lines, one will continue their evolution 

on.  

 

In many previous reports I wrote about two timelines: ascending and descending. To be more precise, I will add 

that there are few ascending lines. So, the whole humanity is continuing its own further evolution on several lines 

that are not connected. Although, the most significant differentiation is between ascending and descending lines.   

 

Those timelines connect with a particular timeline signature that was anchored in each human being in 

Spring this year (I wrote about a specific human scanning light in March 2022 report). The signature translates 

directly to a target amount of assembled and active DNA strands. We can say that that the humanity is facing 

several realities on separate time lines:  

 

1. Human beings, that have not assembled completely the fourth DNA strand and in effect have not 

commenced assembling the fifth strands (the most often are on a stable level of the third DNA strand) 

entered the time line of a false descending Earth (this is a low vibrating scenario consistent with the ‘new 

world order’ scenario, where humans on their own individual matrix have no longer connection with a 

human species matrix because the latter stays on an ascending time line).  
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2. Human beings that assembled fully the fourth DNA strand and are in the process of assembling the 

fifth strand are continuing evolution on a positive time line. This is so called the New Earth scenario. In 

this case (having completed assembling the fifth strand fully) there will be a possibility to a further 

evolution on Tara (substitute of Earth in a higher dimension). It is like a quantum time skip forward by 

over 2,000 years (as per terrestrial linear time, although all is happening in now).  

3. Human beings with assembled fully the sixth DNA strand or more have an opportunity to transit to a 

time line directly leading beyond the matter to the ether field on Gaya (this is also a substitute of Earth 

but on even higher dimension than tangible Tara). It is a time skip forward over 5,000 years (as per 

terrestrial linear time, although all is happening in now). 

4. Human beings with fully assembled eight DNA strand or more have a prospect of a direct ascendence 

towards field of a pure consciousness to continue there their own evolution as avatars.   

 

At this moment the assembly of DNA strands is happening on a molecule level mostly without noticeable 

manifestations of expanded perception or permanent ‘supernatural’ skills (you may though notice glimmer of 

same). Using the IT terminology, we could say that in each human being are ‘loaded particular software that are 

waiting for a trial activation’. This trial (temporary) activation will be a flash late Summer/Early Autumn. This is 

all for entering in 2023 a real, multidimensional and permanent activation of personal skills and talents. That 

event will change a collective perception of reality.  

 

In the meantime, there is an exciting June ahead of us. This is why it is worth taking care of one’s own vibrational 

level regardless outside events. What I wish us all from the bottom of my heart.  

 

I also encourage you to read the earlier series of energy reports available at 

https://architekturaosobowosci.wordpress.com/. They not only carry information, but most of all, they anchor new 

energies in people and allow you to maintain a higher vibrational level. 

Anna Architektura, Architektura Osobowości 

Contact:       https://architekturaosobowosci.wordpress.com/     (contact form) 

FB: Architektura Osobowości 

e-mail: profil.architektura@gmail.com 


